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Abstract. In the actual teaching of course Computer Architecture, such as
parallel execution of instructions in the pipeline mechanism, as well as the three
typical pipeline-related that affect the performance and the performance
improvement after the elimination of three performance-related and other con-
tent, some students understand relatively difficult. WINDLX simulator not only
can demonstrate the working principle of DLX instruction in the pipeline
machine through the program written, but also can provide the statistic of
program status which is executing on the pipeline machine.
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1 Introduction

As an important branch of computer science, computer architecture include the fol-
lowing aspects: Instruction system, data representation, addressing of operands, defi-
nition of registers, definition of terminal structure and exception conditions, storage
system and management, I/O structure, definition and switching of machine working
state, based on the above aspects and then study the internal computer software and
hardware functions of the distribution mechanism, and ultimately to achieve the pur-
pose of efficient and orderly system to complete the task. We hope we can point out and
analyze the existing problems in existing disciplines, and plan the future development
trend of disciplines. However, there are many problems in the actual teaching, for
example: many concepts and principles of the content is not accompanied by the image
of the intuitive experimental teaching environment, students can not clear learning
objectives, the curriculum knowledge to practical application is difficult. Therefore, we
adopt a combination of theoretical teaching and practical teaching. The introduction of
DLX simulator to the actual teaching, achieve a win-win situation in both teaching and
learning to.
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2 DLX Instruction Set Structure

DLX is a pipeline example that runs through this topic, many discussions in the course,
the simulation is based on DLX. DLX is a multivariate unsaturated instruction set
structure, have a simple Load/Store instruction set, second, pay attention to instruction
flow efficiency, third, simplifying instruction decoding, efficient support for the
compiler.

DLX can deal with data types of 8-bit bytes, 16-bit halfwords, 32-bit integer
numbers, and 32-bit single-precision floating-point numbers and 64-bit double-
precision floating point numbers. The reason why there are 8 bytes in the recom-
mended minimum data type is because the DLX needs to process character data. The
reason why there is 16 halfwords, because it appears in a language similar to C,
half-word data types are also very popular in the operating system code, after all, for
these codes, the speed and length are equally important. The operation of the DLX is
mainly for 32-bit integers and 32-bit or 64-bit floating-point numbers. When a byte or
halfword is loaded into a 32-bit register, the upper bits of the 32-bit register are filled
with zeros or sign bits and, once loaded into registers, are calculated as 32-bit integers.

3 WINDLX Simulator Introduction

The entire WINDLX folder contains WINDLX.EXE and WINDLX.HLP files, also
need some assembly code files with. s extensions. When creating the installation
directory for WINDLX, chinese characters can not appear in the path, to prevent the
occurrence of some of its features can not be used. Double-click WINDLX.EXE start
WINDLX platform. Under the interface of WINDLX, there are six sub-windows:
Register, Code, Pipeline, Clock Cycle Diagram, Statistics and Breakpoints.

4 WINDLX Simulator Application

4.1 Structure Related and Processing Methods

Instructions in the process of overlapping implementation, the hardware resources can
not meet the requirements of the implementation of overlapping instructions, resulting
in hardware resource conflicts arising from the structural correlation. The second of
these two instructions must wait until the previous one has been executed and can no
longer be executed using the operator.

Computer hardware resources are limited, but also very expensive. In order to solve
this phenomenon, there are many targeted simulators. Among the many simulators,
WINDLX simulator has a very powerful hardware simulation capabilities. You can set
the addition, multiplication and division of the units in the platform according to the
needs of the experiment.

After the program is correctly run into the platform, you can find the number of
structure related in the Statistics window (Statistics window), as shown in Fig. 1.
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Then, based on the original hardware resources, we see that the number of struc-
tural relations in the statistics window is 6 (Structural stalls). Take a piece of code in the
bubble sort as an example, as shown in Fig. 2.

The execution of this statement in Fig. 2. requires a continuous floating-point
addition, Because there is only one adder, so the program execution to the three
instructions generated structurally related, as shown in Fig. 3.

In the WINDLX platform, eliminating the number of structures related to the
operation is very simple, reset the platform, reload the program to the platform, nav-
igate to the Configuration option in the above navigation, click and select the Floating
Point Stage Configuration function bar, the number of Addition Units (Addition Units)
rewritten into 3, the effect shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. Related statistical results window

Fig. 2. Generates structure-related code segments

Fig. 3. Produces structure-related pipeline spatiotemporal plots
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After running the pre-loaded program again, this time enlarge the statistics window
below the platform (as shown in Fig. 5.), After solving the structure of the code shown
in Fig. 2 pipeline space-time map shown in Fig. 6.

After running the pre-loaded program again, this time enlarge the statistics window
below the platform (as shown in Fig. 5). After solving the structure of the code shown
in Fig. 2 pipeline space-time map shown in Fig. 6.

By changing the number of floating-point adders, all three instructions in Fig. 2 can
be performed on different adders, eliminating the structural dependencies of the code,
according to the program’s chart, it can be seen that the structural stalls have become
zero. Through the WINDLX platform, we can virtually increase the number of addition
units in the hardware, and use the statistics window to clearly see the sharp contrast

Fig. 4. Add addition unit

Fig. 5. Statistics window

Fig. 6. Produces structure-related pipeline time-space map
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before and after dealing with the structure, which is something that can not be done
without the introduction of the platform.

4.2 Control Related and Processing Methods

Control-related means that the instruction read in advance enters the value phase of
failure due to various branch instructions (conditional branch instructions, rotor pro-
gram instructions and interrupts, etc.) resulting in a jump in the program. Since the
control-related effects are much larger in scope than the data and may cause changes in
the direction of execution of the program, the control correlation may also be referred
to as global correlation.

In the case of a bubble sort program, all the sorted integers are output by loop one
by one. Since the loop is used, a branch instruction is used and the control is
unavoidably generated. In the control-related code, by copying the code in the loop
body multiple times, the execution of the jump instruction is reduced. As shown in
Fig. 7, the code fragment often need to jump back to the beginning of the output,
resulting in the previous stage of the pipeline fetch phase of the code read failure, and
then generate the control in the pipeline.

In order not to affect the pipeline performance, the specific method is to copy the
loop code in the output function twice to achieve the purpose of reducing the execution
of the jump instruction. Then we reload the program, after the implementation of the
statistical window shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Generates control related code screenshots

Fig. 8. Statistics window using the loop unrolling technique
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Comparing the data in Fig. 1, we can see that the reduction of control stalls from
the original 63 to the current 56 did exactly what we wanted. And this platform gives us
such a visual intuition, truly a simple, quick and accurate purpose. Observe the number
of control related and the total number of program clocks before and after comparison
in the Statistics window (Statistics window).

5 Conclusion

In a modern society characterized by rapid development of informatization, we are
constantly accepting information from all sources. Educational innovation is exactly
what we need to see as it relates to the key issues in the development of education. In
the future, we envisage and are more convinced that we will further combine theoretical
teaching with curriculum experiments to further enhance students’ autonomous
learning ability and ability to accept class knowledge, truly happy to carry out the
teaching and learning of knowledge, and strive to push the computer architecture
course to a new level.
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